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1 - attack!

Sonic: HURRY UP TAILS!!!!!! YOUR TOO SLOW HAHAHA

Tails: STOP CHEATING SONIC!! You know I'm not as fast as you!!!

Sonic: huh? Awww ok I'll go a little slower……….. NOT!

Tails: Sooooooonnnnnnnnnnniiiiiiicccccccc!

Sonic: huh! Awww Tails!! Don't look at me like that you know slow goes by my nature! 

Tails: soooooooooonnnnnnnnnnnnnniiiiiiiiiiicccccccc!

Sonic: all right all right! Just stop looking at me like that I will go a little slower!

Tails: THANKS!!!!

Sonic: no problem!

( suddenly a bomb smashes into sonic and tails but only is filled with sleeping gas not harming
them)



( a silhouette in the shape of our hero walks up to sonic and tails lying on the floor asleep clink
clink )

?: data analysis complete!



2 - attack 2

Sonic: uh… what (yawn) what happened?

Tails: i…i..(yawn) I don't know!

Tails: its probably egg boy again trying to destroy you again!

Sonic: I don't think so if he did he did a poor job of it! Its not like eggman to send a robot that
fails its mission!

Tails: sonic wats going on?

Sonic: I don't know but just forget about it!

Sonic: Tails! Guess what?

Tails: what sonic?

Sonic: YOU DIDN'T CATCH ME YET HAHAHA!!

Tails: wha?… HEY! You cheat!!!!



Sonic: HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA!!!!!!

Tails: I'll get you SONIC!!!!

(back at the chaos altar!! Knuckles is having trouble of his own!)

Knuckles: IVE TOLD YOU ONCE IVE TOLD YOU TWICE IVE TOLD YOU THREE TIMES!!!!! YOU
CAN'T HAVE THE MASTER EMERALD!!!!

Rouge: WHY!!! JUST GIVE ME THE DARN THING AND I'LL SPARE YOUR LIFE!

Knuckles: YOU? SPARE MY LIFE! HA! I LIKE TO SEE YOU TRY TO DEFEAT ME!

Rouge: Hmph!

(another missle filled with sleeping gas hit knuckles and Rouge!!!)

Rouge: ahhhhhh!!

Knuckles: huh!!!

( clink clink)

?: data analysis has been copied!



3 - attack3 and 4!

Knuckles: what- what happened?

Rouge: I-I don't know!

Knuckles: (whispers) now where was I? OH YEAH! YOUR NOT HAVING MY EMERALD!!!

Rouge: YOU JUST DON'T GIVE UP DO YOU!!!

(in mystical ruins there is more trouble)

big: FROGGY!!!! WHERE ARE YOU!!!

(Swooooooosssssshhhhhh! Booom!!)

(a gas filled bomb hit big)

?: data analiysis has been copied!

Big: oooooooooohh!! My head hurts huh? FROGGY!!



(Back in station square park cream and Amy are alone making daisy chains with the chao)

Amy: huh… I wonder where sonic is?

Cream: he's probably on another adventure

Amy: awwww…

Cream: don't worry Amy he will be ok won't he cheese!

Cheese: chao-chao!

Amy: yeah your probably right!

(another missile filled with gas hit Amy and Cream!!)

Amy: AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!

Cream: oh-no!!!

Cheese: chao chao-chao!!!!! 

?: data analysis complete!



Amy: Cream! You ok?

Cream: I'm ok Amy CHEESE!!! 

Cheese: chao? 

 

Cream: your ok! Whew!



4 - another attack!

Amy: what was that?

Cream: I don't know but it didn't hurt us!

(Back at the chaotix hide out)

Vector: hey! Espio wheres charmy?

Espio: no idea

(buuuuzzzzzzz)

charmy: I got a job!

Vector & Espio: what where!

Charmy: I did it and go $50s for it!

Vector& espio: NOOOOO! You're supposed to tell us then we do it together!

Charmy: oh ok!



Espio: I sense something coming this way!

Vector: what is it espio?

Charmy: it's a bomb!!!!

(swooooooooosh! The bomb filled the room with sleeping gas!)

Vector: (yawn) good night

espio: nooooo! 

Charmy: (snoring) buzz buzz buzz

?: data analysis complete locate next target

( zooooooooooooooooooooooooommmm!) ? flew off

Vector: (yawn) what happened?

Espio: sleeping gas knocked us out!



Charmy: I feel sleepy!

 



5 - breakout!

(Now we go to a hidden I.G.N. central base where our sexy thief Rouge is causing mischief!)

Rouge: HA HA! The military's security is so easy to get by! No lasers, no floor sensors! No
nothing!

(Rouge jumps down from the air vent and is outside the treasury room)

(Beep beep beep beep security override activated name and identification please)

Rouge: DR JULY HANDS OF THE I.G.N. 

(Identification recognized please pass through)

  Rouge: SO EASY! HA HA!

Rouge: THIS IS IT! IVE FOUND GERALDS SECRET TREASURE!

(AUTOMATIC ACTIVATE OMAGA ONLINE)

(Rouge opens a cryotube an a black hedgehog with red stripes in his quills jumped out)



 Rouge: huh? SHADOW?

(Ratta ratta ratta ratta! Loads of machine gun fire shot out from a robot!)

Omega: Must destroy all eggmans robots!

 Rouge: huh?

(The crazed robot was trying to shoot the black hedgehog until they were both in about 1 meters
way until!)

Rouge: STOP!!!!! (Rouge put her arms out and the battle ceased to a halt!)

 

Rouge: now I get it omega your mad at eggman for locking you in this room! Right?

Omega: affirmative!

Rouge: and you don't remember anything do you?

Shadow:…………  

 

Rouge: then its settled now you two make up! So we can look for eggman together 

Rouge: OH YEAH BABY! THIS MAKES US A TEAM!!



(the team smashed out of the base and then…. THEY GOT BLASTED WITH YET ANOTHER GAS
FILLED MISSLE!!)

SHADOW: ………..

 Omega:……….

?: data analysis complete now return back to base!

Shadow: uh…. My head

Omega: I was temporally offline!

Rouge: something metal attacked us! At least everyone's ok RIGHT!! Lets not waste anytime lets
GO!!!!! 

Yet they don't know they all are in great danger! Sonic has to prepare for the unexpected
because this is his greatest challenge yet! If he wants to save the world and the whole universe!
So commentz? ^_^



6 - new kind of emerald

(Somewhere in the world in eggman's base Eggman's thinking of a plan the most dangerous plan
he ever thought of!!)

Eggman: intelligence tells us that there are more than 7 emeralds!!

Eggman: these are what u needs to search for!!

Rainbow emerald: 

Owned by Christina this emerald is a primary target retrieve this from the girl and bring it back to
me!

Black emerald:

Owned by Sabrina this emerald is more powerful than the 7 chaos emeralds & master emerald
put together it has unimageinary power retrieve this from her but she'll put up a fight so take it
by force!

(SIR! SIR!)

Eggman: what?

  Sending you details now!

Eggman: WHAT!!!!!!



New data take a look at this!

SUPER EMERALD:

THIS EMERALD HAS JUST BEEN FOUND!! ITS POWER IS OFF THE SCALE!!! IT LOOKS LIKE ITS
BEEN SPLIT IN TWO!!

FIND THE OTHER HALF!!

Eggman: THIS IS UNBELIEVABLE!! MORE CHAOS EMERALDS!

MY CREATION WILL BE THE MOST POWERFUL!!

BUT I NEVER HEARD OF A SUPER EMERALD?

Eggman: bring the super emerald to me and find the other half!!

Eggman: and for you my robotic friends go get those emeralds!

7 chaos emeralds, master emerald, rainbow emerald, black emerald, super emeralds!!!

Eggman: this is too good!!!

But eggman does not know that he is fooling around with the universes fate!! 



7 - big trouble!

(The super emerald is here now)

Eggman: good bring it in!

(Meanwhile sonic has been seen by a guard robot! Look out sonic!!)

Sonic: WHA? AHHH! 

Robot: (shoooooooooooooommm!!)

Sonic: tails a ring quick!!

Tails: here!!

(Tails threw I ring at sonic)

Sonic: HA! Take this!!

(Sonic went into super spin mode and smashed through it!)

Sonic: HA! (He did a back flip through the air and landed on the ground)



Sonic: WOOOOOOOOOOWWWHHH! *BANG * UFH!

(Sonic tripped over something shiny)

Sonic: owww! What's this?

(Sonic picks up the shiny object)

Sonic: AH! Is that a chaos emerald!

Na can't be sonic threw it into a ….

(Back at eggman's base)

Eggman: OH NO! THEY REACT TO WATER!!

(Back where sonic is)

(Sonic threw it into a RIVER!!!



Sonic: let's go tails!

(KABBBBBBBBBBBBBOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOM!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!)



8 - 4:00 till island blows up! and Amys in trouble

Sonic: WHAAAAAAA!!!
 
Tails: WHAT DID YOU DO!!
 
Sonic: ME? NOTHING!!! IT WAS THAT CRAZY SHINY ROCK!!
 
Tails: Shiny rock?
 
Tails: Hold on as long as there’s 7 emeralds its okright?
 
Sonic: RIGHT!
 
Tails: But what if there are more emeralds? Perhapsthere are more than 7!
 
Tails: WE SHOULD GET OUT OFHERE WHILE WE CAN!
 
Sonic: This island will blow up if we don’t go! TAILSHOW LONG HAVE WE GOT!
 
Tails: if I calculate this correctly we have 5:10SECONDS!!
 
Tails: SONIC WE NEED TO GET THAT SHINY ROCKBEFORE ITFALLS IN THE SEA!!
 
Sonic: RIGHT! You get moving I’ll get that rock! IfI’m not back within 4:00 leave without me!
 
Tails: BUT SONIC!!
 
Sonic: don’t worry stick to the plan!
 
Sonic: 4:00 minutes I better push myself to the limit!
 
(3:25 seconds!)
 
Sonic: just a couple more seconds!
 
 (3:15seconds!)
 
Sonic: there it is! Got it now to get back!
 
(HHHEEEEEELLLPPPPPP!!!!!!)
 
Sonic: AMY! SHES ON THE ISLAND!!
 



Sonic: DON’T worry Amy I’m coming hold on 
 
(Warning 2:15 seconds!)
 
 



9 - less than 1:00! save Amy, the stone and get off th

Sonic: there you are! What happened you look all beatup!
 
Sonic: AMY! We got to go!
 
Amy: sonic? Just go leave me save yourself!
 
Amy: I’ll HANDLE IT JUST GO!
 
Sonic: but I can’t leave you your too cute for me tosacrifice!
 
Amy: sonic? (* Blushes*) you do care for me?
 
Sonic: shouldn’t of said that well um… ah..Yeahsorta…a lot..I mean WHAT THE!!!?
 
(Something picked up Amy and threw her through a walland hit another wall almost killing her!)
 
 Amy: So-n-ic….G-o…. sa…ve..yo..u..r..sel..f.
 
Sonic: AMMMMYYYY! Huh?
 
(1:34 seconds!)
 
Sonic: you! You’re going to pay for this dearly!!!
 
???: Oh yeah?
 
Sonic: silver sonic! I’ll destroy you! 
 
Silver sonic: uh oh sonic!
 
Sonic: do I bring back memories of what I did!
 
Silver sonic: No no nooooo!
 
Sonic: your going to pay no one messes with my girl!(HIIII-YYYAAAA!)
 
(CRUNCH!!!!! SSMMAAASSSSHHH!!! DDOOOOOOOMMMM!)
 
SILVER SONIC: SH-UU-TT-II-NN-GG- DOW---N SYSTEMTERMINATED!
 
Sonic: now to finish you off (sonic punches silversonic in the face and smashes it to
smithereens)  



 
Sonic: that’s the end of him  
Amy: uh……..
 
Sonic: AMY!!! You all right speak to me please wake upyou can’t die!
Amy: j..u.st le.a..ve m…e!
 
Sonic: NO WAY!!! I’m not leaving you on this island
 
(WARNING!! WARNING!! 0:36SECONDS!!!!)
 
Sonic: there’s no way I am leaving you here I couldnever live my life again!
 
Sonic: tails better be gone now!
 
Tails: SONIC!!!!! I am sorry I have to go!! Tornadotransformation back to flight mode!!
 
(Sonic picks Amy up and runs with her at light speedthe island is starting to fall apart and sonic
tries to out run the blast hegets to the end of the island)
 
Sonic: * whispers* if tails is right this is apart ofa chaos emerald so it has the same properties as
an ordinary emerald there’s nogoing back now!!!
 
Sonic: CHAOSCONTROL!!!!!!
 
(KAAAAAAABBBBBBBBBBBBOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOMMMMM!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!)
 
Tails: SONIC!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
 
Did sonic make it? Find out in the next episode ofsomething strange! I always wanted to say
that! ^^  a bit violent and heart braking I wud say well I hope Amy doesn’tdie Amy’s my fav
character!! It’s a bit emoitional well comments? L



10 - sonics alive! and a secret revealed

(Tails has just landed back in his workshop on AngelIsland and knuckles runs up to a very upset tails
with his head staring out tothe blown up island)
 
Knuckles: WHAT HAPPENED OUT THERE!! THAT WAS A NICEPEACEFUL ISLAND AND NOW… A
WARZONE BY THE LOOKS OF IT!!!
 
Knuckles: TAILS WHAT HAPPENED? TAILS? TAILS!!!!
 
(Knuckles started shaking Tails to try to snap him outof the trance he was in)
 
Knuckles: WHATS WRONG TAILS (knuckles waved his handin front of tails face)
 
Knuckles: You look like you have seen a ghost!!
 
Tails: …
 
Knuckles: where’s sonic?
 
(Tails started crying)
 
Knuckles: Tails!!! Why are you crying?
 
Tails: … it’s sonic…
 
Knuckles: what’s sonic what happened?
 
Tails: sonic….
 
Knuckles: Sonics what?
 
Tails: is…
 
Knuckles: is what?
 
Tails: …dead…
 
Knuckles: HAHAHA that’s a good one tails!
 
Tails: he is dead he was on the island when it blew up
 
Knuckles: no he can’t be it can’t be true!!
 



(All of a sudden a huge blast of coloured lightemerged in front of them!!)
 
Knuckles: what’s that ahhhhhh it’s so bright!!!
 
Tails: it looks like a thing from the future like ateleportation unit!!
 
(All of a sudden the light was gone and two peoplefell to the floor)
Knuckles: HEY TAILS LOOK ITS AMY AND….
 
Tails: SONIC!!!!!!!!
 
Sonic: uuhhh! Hey tails hey knuckles uuhh…  
 
Knuckles: SONIC YOU’RE ALIVE?
 
Tails: SONIC SONIC!!!!! YOUR ALIVE YIPEE!
 
Sonic: I am afraid it’s not all a happy site look (ashe points to Amys body lying on the floor)
 
Tails: what’s wrong with her?
 
Sonic: she encountered silver sonic and tried to takehim on to protect me!!?
 
Tails: awww poor Amy!
 
(Rouge drops down from the sky)
 
(Wooooooooosssshh!)
 
Rouge: long time no see boys!
 
Knuckles: (started gritting his teeth) YOU WANTSOMETHING!!!!!
 
Rouge: relax! I’m not here to cause trouble knucklehead!
 
Knuckles: Grrrrr!
 
Tails: what do u want then?
 
Rouge: isn’t it strange how eggmans been quite quietaround here lately?
 
Sonic: yeah so?
 
Rouge: you guys not remember getting hit by a bomb?
 
Everyone: A BOMB?
 



Sonic: ha ha ha!! That’s funny if we got hit by a bombhow come we are all standing here now?
 
Rouge: It did not harm us stupid pincushion!! It onlygassed us out with sleeping gas!
 
Tails: Why?
 
Rouge: that’s what we are going to find out!
Amy: * cough* then your not uhh…. Going without *cough* * cough* me!
 
Rouge: what happened to her?
 
Sonic: long story!
 
Rouge: you fools have just been sitting around on yourlazy Asses while your girlfriend is going
to die! Shame on you!
 
Everyone: GIRLFRIEND!!?
 
Sonic: well… um… I-I thanks a lot Rouge!
 
Rouge: your welcome!
 
Sonic: COME ON GUYS WE GOTTA FIND OUT WHAT EGGMANS UPTO!!
 
Everyone: AW RIGHT! LETS GO!
 
Sonic: I’LL LEAD!!
 
Rouge: JUST A MINUTE SONIC WE’LL GO AND FIND OUT WHATEGGMANS DOING YOU TAKE
YOUR GIRL TO THE HOSPITAL! OK!!!!
 
Sonic: well… I-I-no don’t go!
 
(Everyone ran off apart from tails and sonic whostopped behind to help Amy)
 
Amy: you do care for me don’t you?
 
Sonic: of course I do I wouldn’t be helping you if Idon’t
 
(Sonic picked up Amy and stared deep into her eyes)
 
Sonic: hey Amy…. You got nice eyes!
 
Amy: * blushes* thanx!
 
Amy: you got nice eyes too!
 



Sonic: well-I-I- t-thanx!
 
Amy: heehee!
 
(Sonic moved his head closer to Amys and kissed her!She kissed him back and he smiled at her
and she smiled back at him then….)
 
Tails: hey sonic lets go an…
 
Sonic: AH tails um.. There you are you ready to gopartner!?
Amy: yeah I really want to see a nurse I feel faint!
 
Tails: WHERE YOU TWO KISSING!!! O_O
 
Sonic and Amy: KISSING WELL…. NO OF COURSE NOT WHYWOULD I WANT TO DO THAT!!!!!
 
Tails: YOU TWO WHERE KISSING OOOO OOOO!! 
 
Sonic: NO!
 
Amy: SONIC TELL HIM THE TRUTH
 
Sonic: um…well…. AW RIGHT AW RIGHT! WE WHERE KISSINGOK!
 
Tails: (staring at sonic with a evil smile on hisface)
 
Tails: * deep breath* sonic and Amy sitting in thetree K-I-S-S-I-N-G first comes love second
comes marriage then comes sonic witha baby carriage!
 
 Amy: (*BLUSHES RED* and giggles! She smiles at sonic)
 
Sonic: smiles come on tails we gotta get Amy to thehospital!! 
 
Tails: ok 
 
(Sonic picks Amy up and runs with her to stationsquare hospital)
 
Tails: sonic guess what?
 
Sonic: what up buddy?
 
Tails: * deep breathe* sonic and Amy sitting in a treedoing something they should not be begins
with S ends in X oh my god it mustbe! …..
 
Amy: * BLUSHES BIG TIME! * HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA!!!!! XDand laughs her back off!
 
Sonic:  I sweardown if you finish that sentence off I’ll punch all your teeth out!!! 



 
Tails: * choke* ok
 
Tails: I’ll start a new one sonic and Amy sitt….
 
Sonic: tails just drop it    T_T
 
 
Quite a looong chapter I wud say and tails is getting hisown back on sonic for cheating in the race in the
first chapter but I think hewent too far with this and Sonics pretty ticked off! Oh well I did wat u
saidsonicgirl I made it longer oh well commentz?
 



11 - a new enemy or frend?

Sonic and Tails run back to stationsquare in attempt to get Amy to the hospital the time they get there its
nightfall.
 
 
Sonic: Phew! That didn’t take long!Tails you stay here ok!!?
 
Tails: (mumbles) ok
 
Sonic runs down a dark alley way andfinds shadow fighting someone.
 
Shadow: WHO ARE YOU!!
 
???: ……….  .. . .
 
Shadow: won’t talk hm? WELL THEN PREPARETO BE DESTROYED!!!!
 
Sonic: Shadow!!!? Who you fighting!!!
 
Shadow: CHAOS SPEAR!!!!
 
(Shadow uses chaos spear and it hits themysterious person)
 
ZZZZAAAAABBBBBOOOOOOOOOOOOMMM!!!!
 
Shadow: Hmph! Guess it weren’t as strongas I expected it to be!!!
 
Sonic: who?
 
Amy: Ahhhh! Shadow watch out!!
 
Shadow: What?
 
SSMMAASSHH!!! CRRUUNNCCHH!!  BBBAAAAATTT!!!
 
Shadow: KKUUUN!!!
 
(Shadow smashes through a wall!!)
 
Sonic +Amy: SHADOW!!!
 
Shadow: *cough* impossible no one couldof survived that chaos attack!
 



Sonic: Hey Shadow!!
 
Shadow: sonic?
 
Sonic: hey buddy you need some help?
 
Shadow: sonic lets team up to defeatthis thing!!!
 
Sonic: WAAAHHH!!! Shadow why do we haveto fight you for!!
 
Shadow: sonic don’t be fooled it’s animposter! Just don’t take your eyes off it!
 
Sonic: you can’t fool me!!!
 
Take this UHHH!  HUUUHH! YAAA!!
 
Sonic: Man! He’s fast!!
 
 :Even faster than you blue boy!!
 
Sonic: WAAT! Impossible! I’m sonic thefastest hedgehog on this planet!
 
Shadow: Hey you the only thing is youlet your guard down to easily! HHIIYYYAAARRR!!!
 
(Shadow kicks the mysterious imposterthrough three buildings and it lands on the highway)
 
Sonic: Hey Shadow look he’s making abreak for it!!
 
Shadow: yournot getting away that easy!!!
 
Sonic: Shadow!!! Wait
 
Shadow runs off after the imposter
 
Sonic: I got to help shadow HEY TAILS!!!
 
Tails: What is it sonic?
 
Sonic: Please take Amy to Hospital
 
Tails: but sonic where are you going
 
Sonic: to help shadow!! I’m counting onyou tails and Amy get well soon babe
 
I gotta help shadow and find out whothat faker is don’t worry shadow I’m coming.
 
Hi people I’m back I no I haven’t beenon for months and I’m sorry to keep u all waiting here’s the next



part just tomake u understand the person Known as ??? in thischapter is a totally different person to the
person in the first chapters knownas ??? oh well comments?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



12 - Another team?

Sonic and Shadow are in hot pursuit of the unknown hedgehog and arechasing it down a very busy
highway at shocking speeds!!!
 
Sonic: he thinks he can lose us in this traffic he’s wrong!
 
Shadow: less talking sonic we have to concentrate!
 
Sonic: Why? WAAAHH!!
 
Sonic was about to get run over by a huge truck until shadow swipes himfrom its path!
 
Shadow: THAT’S WHY!
 
Sonic: Sorry and thanks!
 
Shadow: He’s run up that intersection!
 
??? : Hmm!! There still on my tail I guess they’re not ordinaryhedgehogs after all!!!
 
Sonic: SHADOW!!! There he is!
 
Shadow: hm? *thinks* why is he just standing there? … WAIT SONIC!! SLOWDOWN!!! IT’S A ….
 
Sonic: WE GOT HIM NOW!
 
BBBOOOOOOOOOOOOOOMM!!!!! SMMAAAAAASSSSHHHH!!!!
 
Shadow& sonic: WHAAT THE?!!! KUUU!!! HUUUH!!!
 
Something smashed through the road and picked up a huge chunk of it andthrew it at sonic and
shadow!!
 
Sonic: uhh!! Tails? What are you doing here? You’re supposed to be withAmy! And what’s the big deal
with you and when did you get so strong!
 
??? 2: Ha ha ha you talk too much that’s what makes you weak!
 
Sonic: Wait your not Tails?
 
??? 2: What makes you say that big boy?
 
Sonic: because you’re a girl!!!



 
??? 2: My name is Akira! Part of team X! Prepare to die!
 
Sonic: Wait! We aren’t bad we’re good!
 
Akira: Yeah yeah! 
 
???: Wait!
 
Shadow: Grrr! Its you!
 
???: Who are you guys part of eggman’s team!!!
 
Shadow: You’re gonna pay for throwing me through those walls!!!
 
Shadow knocked back Akira who was holding him down and clenched hisfist and was going to punch
the unknown hedgehog until!!
 
Something flew out the hole in the road and knocked shadow back on thefloor!!!
 
??? 3: Hey leave Turbo alone!!!
 
Sonic: Ahhhh! It’s Amy!!!
 
Shadow: Grrr! Get off me!
 
??? 3: hey you’re Shadow!
 
Shadow: HOW! How do you know my name?
 
??? 3: I was created by pro. Gerald after you until that very day whenthe ARK wasattacked by GUN all
his other experiments got destroyed some how I survived theprofessor created me for a reason that I
must find out myself!
 
Shadow: Is this true?
 
Akira&Turbo: Yes
 
Shadow: I have got questions to find out about the doctor too andreally what happened 50 years ago
and then I will find some answers!
 
Turbo: I am sorry about before Shadow!
 
Shadow: It’s alright Turbo I needed a good fight to get me energized!
 
Sonic: Uhh I’m lost off the plot completely!
 



Shadow: Shut up sonic
 
Sonic: um ok
 
??? 3: my name is Angel.
 
Shadow: Hmph! You guys are pretty strong!
 
Angel: um… Shadow
 
Shadow: hm?
 
Angel: why don’t you join me and my team and we probably will find ouranswers!
 
Angel: so um... What do you.. Think..Shadow?
 
Shadow: hmm…… ok I will!
 
Sonic: he he hey! (Sonic winks and smiles and sticks thumb up like hedoes in sonic x!)
 
Shadow: Hmph! (shadow smiles and nods his head!)
 
Sonic: it’s been awful fun but I gotta go see ya!
 
Shadow: uh huh! See you soon sonic!
 
(Sonic runs off in a blue flash)
 
Angel: *thinks* maybe there was a reason I was created (she looks atShadow and smiles)
 
Shadow: *thinks* maybe these guys can help and one of my questionscould be answered all ready
(shadow looks at Angel and smiles)
 
 
Sonic: I think I need to go to the hospital and see Amy and Tails!
 
 
Well the next parts on its way soon and my fan team is in this partYAY!  ^^ I hope you all like it and Iwill
have pics of ma fan character’s up soon I’ve got a pic of Turbo all readytake a look at him if you want
^^ well any comments sorry it took so long!
 
   
                                        By LNM ~Zap~
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



13 - Shocking News!

Sonic is running back to the hospital where Amy and Tails is and he hasthings on his mind.
 
Sonic: (thinking) who were those guys and how are they connected toshadow? Things are going
stranger by the day!
 
Get ready for flashbacks now people! ^^
 
Sonic: And what exactly happened on that island? That tiny stone I threwin the water caused the whole
island to blow up! And when did silver sonic comeback to life I destroyed that tin can years ago! What
about Amy my foolish waysalmost got her killed I think it’s time to start caring about other people
fromnow on!
 
Sonic: This little rock is no ordinary rock I’m going to have to checkup with tails! So I think I’ll go to the
hospital!
 
(Sonic runs off in a blue blur)
 
Sonic runs through the hospital and finds Amy’s room
 
Sonic: Hey Amy where’s Tails?
 
Amy: he went back to his lab with that strange stone why?
 
Sonic: I need him to Analyze the stone I think it’s a …
 
(Back in tails lab)
 
Tails: *yawn* there’s nothing special about this rock apart from…
 
Tails: AHHHHHHHH! It’s the super emerald!!!!! But this is only a partof it! I’ve got to inform sonic right
away!!!
 
Amy: An Emerald?
 
Sonic: I can’t see how else that tiny rock destroyed that island!
 
Amy: Hmm… it could be couldn’t it?
 
All of a sudden Tails bursts through the door!
 
Sonic&Amy: Tails?
 



Tails: SONIC YOU HAVE GOT TO SEE THIS!!!!
 
Sonic: What?
Tails: LOOK AT THIS!!!
 
Tails shows sonic his laptop with the emeralds readings on and…
 
Sonic: WAAA! HOW CAN THAT ROCK HAVE AS MUCH POWER AS THE SEVEN
CHAOSEMERALDS!!!
 
Tails: THAT’S NOT ALL SONIC IT’S NOT EVEN A COMPLETE EMERALD YET!
 
Sonic: so where are the other shards?
 
Tails: I scanned the emeralds trace and whereabouts it is and…
 
Sonic: What? What... WHAT! Tails!
 
Tails: it’s located in a place in the sea but that would mean!
 
Sonic: Apocalypse!
 
Tails: But wait as soon as I use the auto targeting I am jammed bysomething the radar doesn’t show
nothing as well sonic I suspect eggman isinvolved in this!
 
Sonic: we’ve gotta get that emerald shard before it contacts water I suggestwe go to the place where
the radar gets jammed and we might find something!
 
Tails: ah ha!
 
Sonic: mm muh!
 
Amy: I’m coming too!
 
Sonic: No Amy I don’t want to loose you because of my foolish tricksyou stay here come on tails we
have to find the guys!
 
Sonic: c ya Amy!
 
Sonic sees shadow and his gang running down the highway
 
Sonic: change of plan Tails you go and get rouge and co. and meet me atthe docks at dawn with them
ok?
 
Tails: where you going sonic?
 
Sonic: to get some old friends c ya!



 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 



14 - start of the plan!

Sonic jumps onto the highway in an attempt to catch shadow and his team.

Sonic: shadow stop!

Shadow: SONIC! Stop!

CRRRUUUUUUUUNNNCCCHHHH!!!!!

Shadow: ow! Sonic WATS the big deal!

Sonic: Man do I have a sonic sized headache!

Angel: are you going to explain why you ran into shadow or are we gonna have to smash it outta
ya (cracks her knuckles) crack! Crack!

Sonic: oh we have to find the other part of this emerald!

Shadow: you gotta be kidding me that's an emerald!

Sonic: Worse its part of the super emerald!



Shadow: 

Where is the other shard!

Sonic: it's in the sea!

Shadow: but doesn't the super emerald react with…

Sonic: Water yes it does but it has not reacted so someone must have it I'm guessing

Akira: Eggman!

Sonic: what excuse me?

Akira: Eggman has it I am 100% sure!

Sonic: How are you so sure!!!?

Akira: I'm a telepath and psychic I know where the emerald is!

Sonic: well if it's in the sea there must be a…

 Shadow: a hidden water base we must infiltrate the base and get that emerald shard back!



Akira: WAIT! I sense machines and radar jammers its not going to be easy!

Turbo: Hey look on the bright side we have the ultimate life form on our team!

Shadow: Hmph! 

Sonic: we can't just get in alone

Shadow: we need everyone's help

Angel: we need a plan

Sonic: I'm up for a plan! Yeah!

Shadow: What's the plan?  

Akira: Angel's the brains she will have a plan!

Angel: right get all your friends and meet us at the…

Sonic: Docks at dawn that's where I told ma friends to go there.

Angel: ok then its settled! We'll meet at the docks at dawn oh and sonic tell your frend Tails to
bring his plane!



Sonic: O-k!



15 - The plan goes into action!

Everyone runs Down the Docks Just before Dawn and Angel hitches out theplanEveryone runs Down
the Docks Just before Dawn and Angel hitches out theplan!
 
 
Angel: Ok everyone here?
 
Sonic: Yup
 
Tails: I’m here and I brought ma plane why do I need ma plane for?
 
Angel: I will explain why
 
Tails: Ok
 
Angel: Right Tails u said u couldn’t get a scan on this area because somethingwas blocking your Radar
right?
 
Tails: Right!
 
Angel: Well isn’t it clear that eggman’s got some radar jammers out?
 
Tails: No doubt why?
 
Angel: right everything is ready ok here’s the plan!
 
Angel: Right Tails you need to create a distraction by destroying thoserobot radar jammers that should
make Eggman open the entrance and send out somerobots then team Chaotix, Big, and everyone else
help tails fight off thoserobots!
 
Cream: What about me miss Angel?
 
Tails: Cream you can come with me in the X-Cyclone I’ll protect you don’tworry!
 
Cream: AH! Thank u Tails!
 
Angel: Right Me, sonic, Shadow, Akira and turbo will infiltrate thebase!
 
Ok we strike at Dawn!
 
Angel: BATTLESTATIONS GUYS!!!
 
Tails and Cream run towards the X-Cyclone



 
Tails: Cream Get in!
 
Cream: OK!
 
Angel: Don’t go until I give the signal ok!
 
Tails: OK!
 
Angel: 10….9….8……7…..6…..5…..4
 
Tails grips the control stick tight!
 
Tails: Almost time start up main engine thrusters!
 
ZoooooAAAAAOOOOOOo!
 
Angel: 3
           2
          1
        GO!
 
Tails: X-Cyclone Take Off!!!
 
ZZZZZZZZooooooooooOOOOmmmmmmmmMMM!
 
(Angel on the com) Tails blast that jammer to pieces!!!
 
Tails: TAKE THIS!!!
 
Tails shoots his chain gun at the jammer
 
Rat-Tat-tat-tAt-Tat Tat-tat-tAt-Tat
 
BooooooOOOOMmm!!!!
 
Eggman: *sleeping* BoOoOoOM!!
 
WHAAAAAA! What hell was that!
 
*looks at computer screen* Tails?
How dare he destroy my creations and wake the Future world dominator!
I’ll show you my real power fox boy! All E-series and ultimate seriesreport to the surface destroy that
pest and his little friends!
 
Cream: (In Tornado) Hey Tails Look the sea is opening up!
 



Tails: It is an underwater base after all hold on Cream it’s gonna geta little rough!
 
Turbo: Looks like your plan worked Angel!
 
Akira: I sense Loads of Enemies approaching the surface fast!
 
Angel: Guys get ready the enemy is here!
 
Everyone: OK!
 
Angel: ok guys here we go towards the entrance!
 
Shadow: Let’s go!
 
Sonic: Here we go!
 
Akira: Understood!
 
Turbo: Turbo Time!
 
Vector: here they are FIGHT!
 
Sonic, Shadow, Akira, Angel and Turbo run up to the entrance! To becontinued…
 
Sorry it took so long guys stupid internet got knocked off and friedthe modem in the back of my comp.
well here’s the next chapter of my fic I amalready starting to write the next 1 I am thinking about making
a comic basedon ma story oh and I was wondering (please answer this question) if I shouldput my made
up comic on FAC about evil copies of sonic and co. please comment^.~
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